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Vertica customers need an analytic solution that does what?

A. Addresses transactional as well as analytic data workloads
B. Allows them to manage only their unstructured data
C. Handles massive volumes of data in real time
D. Provides batch analytics in a non-interactive platform

Answer: C

QUESTION: 41
Which key Vertica database innovations are fundamental to Vertica's competitive
differentiation in the Big Data market? (Select two.)

A. In-memory data store
B. Tight coupling and optimization upon HP server-class hardware
C. Custom tubular storage technology
D. Concurrent load and query capability
E. Aggressive compression

Answer: D, E

QUESTION: 42
Which benefits do customers frequently cite as factors when purchasing Vertica?
(Select two.)

A. Ability to automatically schedule data-loading batch processes to ensure
optimal query performance
B. Ability to scale the size of the platform on commodity-based hardware
C. SQL language support minimizing the learning curve for database analysts and
developers
D. Ability to optimize OLTB and OLAP workloads in a single, cost-effective
platform
E. Ability to run on Windows operating systems

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 43
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Why are legacy data warehouse and analytic infrastructures NOT appropriate today?
(Select two.)

A. Legacy data warehouses cannot support a Hadoop Big Data implementation.
B. Legacy data warehouses were designed with proprietary technology, which is
expensive.
C. Legacy data warehouses were not designed to analyze data in real-time.
D. Legacy data warehouses do not support standard SQL.
E. Legacy data warehouses cannot interact with today's state-of-the-art Business
Intelligence tools.

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 44
What are key market drivers of Vertica's business? (Select two.)

A. The growing business need for the security and protection of transactional data
B. Massive growth in volume and variety of data
C. The expansion of the NoSQL data technology trend in the marketplace
D. The exponential decrease in costs of computer hardware
E. High consumer expectations for up-to-date and current data

Answer: B, E

QUESTION: 45
Vertica's more than 600 customers have seen what range of increased performance?

A. 5x-10x
B. 10x-50x
C. 50x-1000x
D. 100x-50000x

Answer: C
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